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PREMIUM SOLID OR LED FROSTED GLASS DRAWERS

REMOVING & INSERTING DRAWER

DRAWER FRONT REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

To remove drawer front: Turn centre screw 
and pull drawer front forwards. Repeat on 
other side. 

First you will need to remove the Solid or LED drawer side:

Pull drawer all the way out then lift the front 
up, a little force is needed to release the 
drawer from the runner.

Extend drawer runners out and place drawer 
on runners and push closed until it is about 
2cm out from the vanity.  
Apply a little extra force on the drawer front 
(near the bottom of drawer) to push closed 

and connect runners in place. 
The drawer should then be automatically 
connected to the runner by the two catches.  
Listen for a click!

With a screw driver push 
into the lug to realease the 
side and start pulling up. 

Pull the drawer side up and off with 
both hands, sliding off the fixing 
brackets. Repeat on both sides.

Identify plastic lugs - lugs 
are at the back of the drawer 
on each side at the top.

TOP VIEW

DRAWER FRONT

To replace drawer front: Align front panel with 
drawer sides, apply some pressure at the bottom 
on both sides and push in to secure.  

Slide the drawer sides down onto the fixing 
brackets until the lug secures side in place. 
Repeat on both sides. 

Depending on width of drawer you may need 
to unscrew and remove middle bracket on the 
under side of the drawer.

REMOVING INSERTING

CLICK!

DRAWER HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LATERAL ADJUSTMENT TILT ADJUSTMENT

Remove ADP cap to access screws. 
Turn the back screw to adjust the height of the 
drawer front. Turn clockwise to go up and  
anti-clockwise to go down. 

To move drawer front to the right, turn right 
screw clockwise and left screw anti-clockwise. 
Turn the opposite way to move to the left. 

To tilt drawer front, turn adjustment screws 
on inside of drawer at the front and back, on 
both sides. 
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BATTERY PACK INSTALLATION

BACK OF DRAWER

On the back of the drawer attach the supplied 
battery pack on the top left hand side over the 
back panel.  

Plug the cord into the side port of the battery 
pack. Turn the switch to the ‘ON’ position. 
The LED lights in the drawer sides should 
switch on.
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6 x AAA batteries are required for the battery 
pack. Slide the cover plate off, insert batteries 
and slide cover plate back on. 

BATTERY PACK INSTRUCTIONS FOR LED FROSTED GLASS DRAWERS AND DELUXE LED CLEAR GLASS DRAWERS
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